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APPROXIMATE COUNTING: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH (*)

by Peter KIRSCHENHOFER (*) and Helmut PRODINGER (1)

Abstract. — In this note an alternative analysis of approximate counting is presented by using a
lemma from the calculus offinite différences instead of the Mellin intégral transform.

Résumé. — Cette note présente une analyse de l'algorithme de comptage approximatif qui repose
sur un lemme du calcul des différences finies au lieu d'une utilisation de la transformée de Mellin.

R. Morris [6] has proposed a probabilistic algorithm that maintains an
approximate count in the interval 1 to « using only about log2 log2 n bits.
Approximate counting (with a binary base) starts with counter C= 1. After
n incréments C should contain a good approximation to L_ log2 n J ; thus C
should be increased by 1 after another n incréments approximately. Since
only C is known the algorithm has to base its décision on the content of C
alone. The following principle is used to incrément the counter:

f 0 with probability l - 2 ~ c

( 1 with probability 2

Compare Flajolet [2] for a more detailed description. In the same paper a
detailed analysis of this algorithm is presented and the following results are
shown:

THEOREM 1: After n successive incréments the average content C„ of the
counter satisfies:

r
log 2
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the variance ol satisfies

where

2 « . 1 1 ^ 1

6 log2 2 12 log 2 ^ /c sin/ï (9 jfc)

*fi 2*-r fc£i (2k-l)2' log 2'

ôx (x) as well as S2 (x) are periodic functions with period 1, mean value 0,
and amplitude less than 10 ~4.

Flajolet achieves this result by Computing the probability pn t of having
counter value / after n incréments:

_ ( i y 2 Q ( i 2 ; > )
Pn,i~ L ^-jr - . d)

j-o QJQ,-I-J

where

*-(-3(-3-(-Î)
The quantities

n n

C.= I.lp..i and c2
n=Zl2Pn,,-(Cn)2 (3)

are then analyzed using real analysis and certain properties of the Mellin
intégral transform.

In the sequel we analyze the quantities in (3) by an alternative approach
which avoids completely the unpleasant real analysis by making use of a
classical lemma from the calculus of fînite différences. This method has been
attributed by Knuth [5] to S. O. Rice.
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LEMMA 2: Let C be a curve surrounding the points 1, 2, . . ., n in the
complex plane and let f (z) be analytic inside C, Then

I (f)(-!)*ƒ(*)= -r^-. [ <«;
*=iW 2niJc

where

Moving the contour of intégration it turns out that the asymptotic expan-
sion of the alternating sum is obtained via

XRes««;z>/(z)) (4)

where the sum is taken over all poles different from 1, . . ., n. (Flajolet and
Sedgewick have used this technique to simplify the analysis of digital search
trees in [3].)

In order to apply Lemma 2 we write (1) as

-^ï^f^2-^. (5)
j-o QjQi-x-j

By Euler's partition identities [1]

and

y xJ = n ( i - •* )

the inner sum in (5) is the coefficient

m = 0
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Thus

n ii

1=1 k = 0 \« - / 1=1 m = 0

where the summation on / can be extended to infinity without changing the
value. Since

we get immediately the following identity for Cn which we state as a Proposi-
tion, since it is interesting in its own right.

PROPOSITION 3

C n
= l ~ YJ ( ) (~ l)fc2~*8fc-i- (6)

With

we may write (6) as

with /(*) = 2~zôz_1 . (7)

The most significant pôle of <«; z}f(z) different from 1, . . ., n is z = 0,
and the residue is

Hn X y . 1
Z, 2 °82« - - «»

with L = log 2 and //„ the «-th Harmonie number. Further poles in z = 2 kn i/L
with residue equal to

give rise to the periodic fluctuation S1 (x).
The next significant poles have real part z= — 1 (simple !), so that the error

term is of order n"1,
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A similar approach allows us to evaluate the variance o„ in a few lines.
Since

we have

with

The continuation of Qk has been referred above; Tk can be continued via

The most important pole is again z = 0 (triple) with residue

Subtracting Cl yields for the variance (apart from smaller order terms)

+ 52(log2rt),

where the series originates from the mean of b\(x). Observe that

y $mh%y

to obtain the form of a^, whence Theorem 1.
Finally, it is striking to note that the constant a^, whose numerical value is

a^ = 0.7630141871107195182. . .
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differs from the simpler

^ — ̂ 0.76301418711114837034. . .
2 log 2 24

only in the twelfth digit after the décimal point.
Indeed, using a transformation resuit for Dedekind's r|-function

j](x)^eniTlX2 J ] (l~e2nim),

the constant o2^ appearing in (8) turns out to be

2L 24

where

so that the numerical coincidence follows by the smallness of the involved
functions hx (x) and h2 (x).

Compare [4], where a closely related constant with relevance to digital
search trees was evaluated by the authors and J. Schoissengeier.

Finally it should be noted that the expansion to arbitrary bases of the
counter can be analyzed in the same style.
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